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Abstract
This volume presents a special issue on the 2017 edition of the theory and practice of digital libraries (TPDL) conference,
held in Thessaloniki, Greece. We provide a brief overview of TPDL 2017 and introduce the selected papers that make up
the rest of this volume. The papers cover different aspects of current digital library research, highlighting the important and
multidisciplinary nature of the field.
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1 Introduction

For over 20 years, the International Conference on Theory
and Practice of Digital Libraries (https://www.tpdl.eu/), pre-
viously known as European Conference on Digital Libraries,
constitutes one of the main discussion fora for matters of
digital libraries. The 21st version of the International Con-
ference onTheory andPractice ofDigital Libraries tookplace
in Thessaloniki, Greece during September 18–21, 2017. As
any other event in this series of conferences, representatives
from both fields of theory and practice cultivated an intense
dialectic and shared results that form a state of the art imagery
of digital libraries, that affect the life of academia, education,
culture, society and industry.

The conference held the general theme “Part of the
Machine: turning complex into scalable” and aimed to cre-
ate a dialogue that would address the challenge of creatively
transforming these highly synthesized environments into
solutions that can scale for the benefit of varied commu-
nities. The general theme wanted to highlight the fact that
digital libraries are complex systems that respond to the
needs ofmultiple communities with escalating requirements.
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Undoubtedly, the effect of big data in research and develop-
ment is immense, and their collection, aggregation, analysis
and interpretation is currently one of the main trends. How-
ever, smaller developments are equally interesting in giving
the example of managing highly structured and organized
information resources. The theme was divided into eight
large areas or else tracks, namely Digital Humanities, E-
Infrastructures, Information Retrieval, Semantics, Users and
Societies, Content, Data and Services.

2 Revised and expanded papers

Out of the program of TPDL 2017, the General and the
Program Committee Chairs nominated ten papers with the
highest review scores. The authors of these papers were
then invited to submit extended versions of their papers,
something that materializes to—at least—30% newmaterial.
These extensions are needed not just to differentiate publica-
tions that a single research instance produces, but to give to
the authors the opportunity to expand upon the description
of their work and to provide more details on their techni-
cal approaches and results. Following the triple peer review
process of the initial paper in the frame of the conference,
a new review round started for the extended works by three
reviewers, as the journal policy obliges. Finally, six papers
were accepted for publication in this special issue.

“Tracking the History and Evolution of Entities: Entity-
centric Temporal Analysis of Large Social Media Archives”
by Fafalios et al. [2] is a paper that focuses on the analysis
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of archived web resources, such as user generated content
in social media and entities represented in user queries. The
authors also define measures, such as entity popularity, atti-
tude, controversiality and connectedness with other entities,
in order to study how these were portrayed in social media
in different time periods and under different aspects.

Freire et al. [3] in “Cultural heritage metadata aggrega-
tion usingweb technologies: IIIF, Sitemaps and Schema.org”
explore some of the most recent web technologies and
standards, such as the International Image Interoperability
Framework (IIIF), Sitemaps and Schema.org, in the con-
text of digital cultural heritage and especially in the frame
of a large scale aggregation system, namely Europeana.
The results of the authors’ exploration have been proved
successful, especially taking into consideration the exist-
ing technology and the minimum acceptable implementation
requirements in digital cultural heritage systems.

“Towards extracting event-centric collections from Web
archives,” a paper authored by Gossen et al. [4], focuses
on the development and testing of a classification method
for web resources into event-centric collections. The authors
treat this very intriguing issue for web archiving and retrieval
by interlinking otherwise disconnected resources, based on
the extraction of relevant information and on the relevance
judgment in terms of topical and temporal proximity to user
defined event-centric collections.

Pinto and Balke’s [6] “Assessing plausibility of scientific
claims to support high-quality content in digital collections”
was a very intriguing case of paper, as the authors use
“claims” as key constructs of scientific papers to opera-
tionalize the notion of plausibility. This is a very ambiguous
concept, and the investigation of its aspects in scholarly com-
munication products aims at developing novel assessment
techniques to support the work of reviewers. The authors
experiment with neural embedding representations of text
and topic models in papers from the PubMed digital library.

De Siqueira et al. [1] in “A pragmatic approach to hierar-
chical categorization of research expertise in the presence of
scarce information” use supervised machine learning meth-
ods trained with manually labeled information to associate
researchers and their expertise to a knowledge classification
scheme. This classification is performed on the minimum
information available, and it is possible to enhance organi-
zation processes in digital libraries and repositories, as well
as in recommendation systems.

Walsh et al. [8] have authored “Characterising online
museum users: a study of the National Museums Liverpool
museum website,” a paper that looks into the information
behavior of a large scale and wide coverage sample of vis-
itors of an online museum. The authors were particularly
concerned by the low levels of usage and bouncing rates in
museum web presence systems and in their study worked

with a less convenient sample that would give them more
information to explain this fact.

3 Envoi

The TPDL 2017 conferences also featured inspiring key-
notes by Paul Groth (Elsevier/University of Amsterdam),
Elton Barker (Pelagios/The Open University) and Dimitrios
Tzovaras (CERTH/ITI). General information about the con-
ference is available on its web pages [7], and all contributed
papers and keynote abstracts are published in the conference
proceedings [5]. Thessaloniki provided a very pleasant envi-
ronment for intense discussion with colleagues and friends,
with great food (and drinks), and surrounded by impres-
sive Byzantine monuments. And many conference attendees
managed to experience the time of Alexander the Great up-
close-and-personal by visiting the tomb of his father King
Philip II of Macedon in nearby Vergina. These served as
vivid reminders of the important mission of the field to pre-
serve, curate and give access to key information of the past
and present in digital libraries.

As it is shown in the descriptions above, the papers in the
rest of this volume cover a heterogeneous set of topics and
highlight the diversity of the domain of digital libraries. It
confirms one more that the components of this “machinery”
are tightly interconnected and claim the skills and knowledge
of multidisciplinary researchers. The editors of this special
issue would like thank the authors for the collaboration dur-
ing the reparation of this issue and to extend their gratitude
to the reviewers that shared their time with the community in
order to provide constructive feedback to these seven papers.
Their help, as well as the guidance by the Editorial team of
IJDL, shows that this journal is a healthy community-driven
publication that aims to offer deep, informative views on
many aspects of digital libraries.
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